177954 GREY COUNTY RD 18. – HUTTEN & Co.
CONCEPT DESIGN PACKAGE
COMMERCIAL SHOP AND OFFICE BUILDING IN THE MINIMALIST SCANDINAVIAN STYLE

HUTTEN & Co. OFFICE
GROUND FLOOR PLAN
The Scandinavian style buildings have been designed around the Courtyard and Central Glazed connection between the
Retail and Design wings of the company. Each element highlights the interior and exterior finishes with the large
window and minimalist finishes.
THE RETAIL AND ADMINISTRATION WING
The retail offices are located at the main entrance with the reception desk located centrally in the Retail wing. The
clients can be directed to an office in this area to discuss dock and landscape sales or be directed through the glass
corridor that takes them to the design wing of the building. The Transition corridor offers a visual from the front of the
building through to the Courtyard and Shop. It provides a quiet area to sit and discuss projects or take a moment to
enjoy the view. This space also opens to the Courtyard as well as allows the clients to exit towards Grey Rd 18, across
the front of the building.
THE DESIGN WING
The front of the building has been highlighted with full height glazing across the front allowing transparency through to
the interior spaces. We have maximized the view by keeping the clients and group workspace/lounge across the front.
Board rooms and offices have been located along the exterior wall to allow natural light into each space. The offices will
have high level transom windows that allow the natural light through each of the space to reach the
Central corridor. The kitchen is placed at the rear with a bar height counter and windows across the
Back wall to highlight the view to the Courtyard as well as provide exiting access to this space. The
A 2nd Floor Flex or Storage space has been accommodated into the trusses to create a loft feel.
Large format windows are positioned at both the front and back of the space to maximize the
natural light filtered through the footprint. These windows tie into the large format windows
across the front façade. The stairs leading to the 2nd floor flex space are open on one side to the
sitting area of the corridor, to create a focal point in the transition space, that leads the client
into the Design Building.

HUTTEN & Co. OFFICE
FRONT (WEST) AND ENTRY (NORTH) ELEVATIONS
These elevations feature a combination of modern and traditional finishes on a Scandinavian style design. We have
created a modern look with vertical siding throughout the exterior of the Design wing and used a traditional, large
format masonry that provides warm natural tones and compliment the modern style. These 2 buildings are tied
together with a glazed corridor/sitting area that allows a visual through the building to the Courtyard and Shop beyond.
This elevation frames the shop beyond ties into the office style through it’s finishes and form. All three buildings
compliment each other and create a cohesive style that flows through out the site.
The vertical siding look is created through a natural wood or with a metal siding that highlights a wood grain and frames
the vertical glazing element on the South Building. The vertical feature window spans from ground floor to the 2nd floor.
This gives an ‘A’ symmetrical visual between buildings. The transparency of the South Building highlights the interior
features and open design space beyond while it transitions to the more traditional North Building that welcomes the
public into the interior design space.

The warm stone on the North elevation connects nicely with the green roof framing the
main entrance and it also provides a warm back drop for the deck display.

PERSPECTIVE/ISOMETRIC ELEVATION
A simple sketch showing the block form of the buildings with the glazed corridor connecting the 2 ‘book ends’.

HUTTEN & Co. SHOP
FLOOR PLAN
The shop floor plan is based on the flexibility and functionality of what this building will be used for. We have created
the flex space at the front of the building to allow for meetings, educational courses related to the
company careers, and the ability to open the garage doors and allow the space to be an extension of
the Courtyard. The central section of the shop allows for storage, washroom and smaller storage
for clothing and gear. The shop itself allows for one drive thru bay and the others are stand alone
bays. There is a work bench that can also be used partially for storage and each door direct access to
some area of the yard.

HUTTEN & Co. SHOP
FRONT AND SIDE ELEVATIONS (NORTH/EAST)
The elevations for the shop tie into the Scandinavian style of the office building. We have maintained the vertical siding
(metal or board and batten) and created the same seamless roof to wall condition. With this design the soffits are
minimal and only account for the matching eavestrough to run along the side. The front has wing walls to compliment
the south building with a simple feature wall that allows front façade to be asymmetrical with the openings. The soffit
both horizontal and vertical are in a light wood to add a pop of colour and warmth to the façade as this faces the
courtyard.

These options show the perspective from the front elevation, as
As well as the option for windows on the front and a door on the
South side or we can create that transparency with a door that
Is glazed with a transom and side window. This allows more
Natural light into the Flex Space. The upper windows provide
Light into the upstairs storage space and can also be provided at
the West gable end. The storage space can be heated or unheated
based on necessity and what is being stored
in that space.

